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and action of the Z-ring.
Project proposal:
1. Track record of supervisors in research and supervision
AR: has supervised 31 PhD students since 1991 of which 22 have successfully completed their PhD. She has 7 students
currently, all of whom are co-supervised by internal or external supervisors. Two of the 31 students withdrew after 1 year. All
PhD students have published at least 2 papers on their work. AR is internationally recognized as an expert in the development
and application of polarized UV/visible light spectroscopies to study the structure and function of biomacromolecules. She has
published 6 books, 9 book chapters and over 125 refereed papers. She currently has one EPSRC research project grant, a
BBSRC Research Equipment Initiative grant, is the PI on the MOAC grants and a co-I on the Systems Biology DTC. The DTC
programmes undertake graduate training in an innovative way; AR has this project.
DR: Has supervised 7 PhD students since 2001 three of whom have now successfully completed their PhD and in addition has
supervised 1 overseas MSc student who has successfully completed the thesis. He has 4 PhD students currently registered and
working in his laboratory. DR is internationally recognized as a structural biologist in the area of antibiotic resistance and cell
division and has published 47 refereed papers and contributed to 1 book chapter. DR currently has an MRC collaboration grant
award along with co-applicant status on, Wellcome Trust equipment, BBSRC Research Equipment Initiative grants along with
MRC and EPSRC project grants.
MT: Is a theoretical scientist with a background in soft condensed matter and biological physics. His recent interests include
the self-assembly and structure of biological fibers, molecular motors, membrane dynamics and structure and genetic
networks. He has supervised 6 PhD students, of which two are current and one withdrew on ground of ill health. His students
generate on average 3 or 4 papers during their PhD and his last PhD student to graduate won Young geneticist of the year and
secured a prestigious EMBO fellowship. He has published more than 60 papers generating 1000+ citations with an h-index of
18.
2.

Background to research project

AIM: The overall aim of this project is to use in vitro reconstitution combined with a novel biophysical
technique, linear dichroism, to provide a molecular level understanding of the early events of bacterial cell
division. To achieve this aim we have subdivided the project into 3 work packets which concern FtsZ in the
presence of: 1) the FtsZ bundling protein, YgfE; 2) the integral membrane FtsZ anchor, ZipA; and 3) the
peripheral membrane FtsZ anchor, FtsA.
The cell division process in E. coli has the potential to provide information of wide applicability about the mechanisms
whereby cytoskeletal elements coordinate to alter cellular morphology. Cell division involves interactions between
proteins in fibres and proteins in membranes which among other things lead to changes in cell membrane morphology
(ultimately one membrane becoming two). These interactions are comparatively poorly understood, and until we do, we
cannot control or exploit them e.g. to develop antibiotic drugs. In this project E. coli cell division will be used as a model
process. We already know with some certainty from genetic studies the complete protein interaction pathway for division.
In addition the production of GFP fusions of many of the key proteins has allowed their spatial distribution to be tracked
through the division process. The structures of many of the soluble proteins involved in the division process have also been
solved and these have added significantly to our understanding of some of the protein-protein interactions during division.
The stage is thus set for a molecular level understanding of the concerted division process to be achieved. The aim of this
multidisciplinary project is to established reliable protein production methods for E. coli cell division proteins and their
mutants and then develop and apply biophysical techniques to study molecular aspects of cell division that have not been
studied easily by pre-existing techniques. The aim is to determine how polymeric proteins of the cytoskeleton interact
together and how these complexes may alter membranes morphology.
E. coli cell division

The remodelling of the E. coli membrane and peptidoglycan wall during cell division entails the formation of a
biomolecular complex involving upwards of 10 proteins which coordinate the curvature of the membrane to form the
septum which becomes the ends of the two
Periplasm
daughter cells. In the initial stages of bacterial
cell division a ring of protein (FtsZ) forms
Inner Membrane
around the narrow axis in the centre of bacterial
cell under the inner cell membrane. Other
FtsA
ZipA
proteins are then recruited to this ring to form a
macro structure known as the divisome that, it is
FtsZ
thought, may mediate membrane morphology
changes during division. For a review see [23].
YgfE
This process is fundamental for bacterial
division, however, as yet we do not understand
FtsZ
it well enough to control it.
The
early stages of division ring formation
The interactions at the division ring have to be choreographed in order to lead to cell successful division. Recent work in
vivo has led to the hypothesis that the control of these complex associations is not wholly centred around control of
expression (as originally supposed [24]) but may, instead, be determined by alosteric changes within sub-complexes. In
this project we will study the first events of cell division which involve the formation of complexes of 4 proteins (FtsZ,
FtsA, ZipA and ZapA) on the inner surface of the inner cell membrane. It is known that FtsZ, a structural homologue of
tubulin, is the major polymerising element in the complex; it first binds GTP then oligomerises to form a filament which
encircles the bacterium forming the Z ring. We have followed this process using LD and thus acquired new structural and
mechanistic information about the process [18, 19, 21]. To date our LD data have been qualitatively interpreted, we now
propose to improve this to provide quantitative complements to data from a range of other biophysics techniques as
discussed below. In E. coli the co-protein ZapA (also known as YgfE) binds to the Z ring and has been shown in vitro to
stabilise and thicken the fibrous form of FtsZ. Two further co-proteins, ZipA and FtsA, mediate (in some fashion) the
interaction between the FtsZ ring and the inner membrane in E. coli. ZipA is thought to be tethered to the membrane by a
single N-terminal trans-membrane region which is linked via flexible region to a C-terminal FtsZ binding domain. ZipA
binds to FtsZ filaments inducing them to bundle and tethering them to the membrane. FtsA is more loosely associated with
the membrane as a dimer via a C-terminal amphipathic helix. Thus far, no FtsZ bundling activity has been attributed to
FtsA, although it is known to bind to ATP bind and hydrolyse and has been implicated as a “motor protein” [25] in
bacterial division.
3.

Research project

WP1. How does YgfE bundle FtsZ?
This phase of the project will provide a definitive picture of how YgfE bundles FtsZ filaments. In particular
determining whether bundling is induced by one or more of the following processes: 1) an inhibition of GTP
hydrolysis; 2) a conformational/orientation change in the fibre; and/or GTP 3) a direct molecular linkage between
fibres mediated by YgfE.
WP2. How does the integral membrane anchor ZipA alter FtsZ filament structure and dynamics?
Our previous work on YgfE and its bundling of FtsZ has shown that we can provide a picture of the FtsZ fibre
bundling. WP1 will produce a molecular level model of YgfE-FtsZ. Using a similar approach with ZipA we will
produce a model that can be compared and contrasted with that for YgfE. These data will help us understand the
different roles of YgfE and ZipA in divisome formation. The presence of membrane will offer a further exciting
element that will allow us, for the first time, assess the influence of membrane tethering on FtsZ filament formation
and membrane morphology
WP3. How does the surface associated membrane anchor FtsA alter FtsZ filament structure and dynamics?
This study of FtsA will provide details of the interaction between FtsA and FtsZ at a molecular level when FtsA is
both free in solution and membrane bound. Comparison of these details with those for YgfE and ZipA will, for the
first time, allow us to propose specific functions for each protein in divisome formation.
4. Scientific strategy
The scientific strategy of this project involve building a molecular model of the E. Coli divisome to understand the
cytoskeletal organization that leads to cell division. This is part of the wider challenge of understanding how bacterial cells
organize their molecular components. Understanding this is the key to the development of antibacterial agents.
5. Technical training
The project will involve the student mastering molecular biology techniques, a wide range of biophysics (including linear
dichroism, circular dichroism, fluorescence, absorption, kinetics, light scattering, isothermal calorimetry, analytical
ultracentrifugation, gel techniques), as well as mathematical and computational modeling. The supervisors will either
rprovide or arrange the required training.
6.

Integration of the multi-disciplinary content

AR and DR have collaborated on FtsZ projects for a number of years, to date this has led to 5 publications. They have cosupervised a successful PhD project. MT has worked on a range of fibrous proteins and has played a key role on advisory
committees for AR/DR’s students. The team will have monthly meetings to discuss the project and the student will meet
with individual supervisors more frequently.
7. Justification of resources required
The project will involve significant molecular biology to produce the required proteins. Therefore the maximum allowable
budget will not cover the costs.
8. Project management
The project will be managed by the supervisors via the monthly meetings with the student delegated the responsibility of
organizing these meetings. The student will produce a 1 page report for each such meeting as well as any data they wish to
present. The student will meet with one of their supervisors every 1–2 days depending on what phase of the project they
are currently engaged in.
9. Plan for what the student will do in the first 3!6 months
In a previous study we have uncovered much of the mechanism of YgfE induce FtsZ bundling, however, how these events
lead to filament association and which part of YgfE is responsible for bundling is still very much a mystery. Our AUC
studies have shown that YgfE exists in a dimer:tetramer
equilibrium. This is consistent with a crystal structures of a
homologue of YgfE (see figure 2) which shows that a dimer is
formed by the association of a two "-helices (one from each
Globular
Coiled coil domain
monomer) to form a coiled-coil; an end to end association of
domain
the coiled coil domains could lead to a “dog bone” shaped
tetramer with globular domains at each end. This has led to
the hypothesis that YgfE could induce bundling by linking
FtsZ filaments like rungs in a filament ladder. In WP1 we will
Figure 2 the crystal structure of a dimer of
to test this hypothesis using YgfE truncates and a range of
techniques. Three truncated YgfE molecules will be
ZapA (a structural homologue of YgfE) [1]
constructed:
(i) A constitutive YgfE dimer containing the N-terminal globular domain and 8 turns of the coiled coil domain, hence
removing the contacts that stabilise the tetramer.
(ii)A constitutive YgfE Monomer in which the coiled-coil domain will be deleted thus removing a significant part of
the monomer:monomer interface. This will allow us to assess two aspects of YgfE. Firstly, is the coiled coil domain a
requirement for dimerisation of YgfE? If it is then we will also be able to test whether the globular N-terminus can
induce FtsZ bundling. If YgfE is still dimeric we will be able to test whether the coiled coil is important for YgfE
activity.
(iii)The coiled-coil domain of YgfE will be used to test whether this domain is important in FtsZ interactions and
bundling.
Producing and testing YgfE constructs
Each YgfE construct is <40 amino acids and will be produced by peptide synthesis, thus eliminating any issues with
production of such small, potentially active proteins
in E. coli. The oligomerisation state and fold of each
Periplasm
construct will then be tested using analytical
Inner Membrane
ultracentrifugation (AUC) and circular dichroism
(CD) respectively. The effect of each construct on
FtsA
ZipA
FtsZ filaments will then be tested using techniques
FtsZ
already established in our laboratory to answer the
following questions:
YgfE
WP1
WP1.1) Does the construct induce FtsZ bundling?
This will initially be tested by measuring changes in
FtsZ
the light scattering signal that is produced when FtsZ
polymerises. An increases in scattering indicates
A summary of the molecular interactions studier in this WP
FtsZ filament bundling. However light scattering is
insensitive to the morphology of the filament. We
will therefore use LD to look at a number of
fundamental aspects of the structure of the filament. LD will probe the order of the filaments, as disruption of fibre
order leads to a decrease in LD signal while ordered bundling leads to an enhancement. LD will also provide details of
any rearrangements of the subunits in the filament. These changes are manifest in a change in LD spectral shape. In
addition we will follow any changes in the conformation of the GTP bound to the filament by monitoring the near-UV
guanine LD signal. The LD spectra produced in this study will be deconvolved (using software that we have recently
developed as part of the EPSRC project (D075750) with Prof. J. Hirst, Nottingham,
http://comp.chem.nottingham.ac.uk/dichrocalc/) to produce direct measures of geometry changes in the fibre. Data of
this type will be used in combination with the known X-ray structures of the monomeric FtsZ and the YgfE

homologue to construct models of the fibre which will, for the first time, provide a molecular description of how fibre
bundling is induced.
WP1.2) Does the construct alter GTP hydrolysis? Hydrolysis of GTP by the FtsZ filament is an inherent part of its
dynamic nature. Using a continuous phosphate detection assay we have already developed, we will probe the effect of
the constructs on the GTP hydrolysis rate to understand what part of YgfE inhibits hydrolysis.
WP1.3) Does the construct alter the macro structure of the filaments? YgfE induced bundling of FtsZ is easily visible
using negative stain TEM. FtsZ fibres formed in the presence of YgfE truncates will be examined and compared with
LD data. In addition to this analysis of structure the student will undertake further crystallisation and heavy metal
soaking experiments to complete an X-ray structure determination of E.coli YgfE. Attempts to solve the structure
with our existing high resolution X-ray data for YgfE using the ZapA as a search model have been unsuccessful
providing strong evidence that there are significant structural differences between YgfE and ZapA. These differences
may have important functional significance that is crucial to understanding the role of YgfE. Given our ability to
produce and control the FtsZ polymerisation a future structural target for this student would be a complex of YgfE and
FtsZ.

Project no. 2
that could be used to study the enzymology of PBPs from a range of bacterial strains, including PBPs from
antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
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Project proposal:
1. Track record of supervisors in research and supervision
TDHB is Professor of Biological Chemistry, he has been an independent academic since 1991, and has
published to date 85 journal publications at the interface of chemistry with biology (of which 42 have named PhD
students in TDHB’s research group). His area of research is enzymology, in particular enzymes involved in
bacterial peptidoglycan biosynthesis, and enzymes involved on bacterial aromatic degradation pathways. He has
supervised 22 PhD students to successful completion (+ 1 recently submitted, 1 writing up), with a 96% submission
rate within 4 years. All of the PhD students in his group have carried out interdisciplinary PhD projects involving
training in chemistry and protein biochemistry. CGD is Professor of Microbiology in the Department of Biological
Sciences. His area of research is medical microbiology, in particular the bacterial genetics of high-level penicillin
resistance in Streptococcus pneumoniae (67 journal publications). At Warwick he has supervised 12 PhD students,
2 MD students and 1 MPhil student to successful completion, with a 94% submission rate within 4 years. DIR is
Associate Professor in Structural Biology in the Department of Biological Sciences. His area of research is protein
crystallography (46 journal publications). His area of research is enzymology and structural biology, in particular
enzymes involved in bacterial peptidoglycan biosynthesis, cell division and bacterial aromatic degradation
pathways. He has supervised 3 PhD students to successful completion and has a further 4 students currently
registered, with a 100% submission rate within 4 years.
2. Background to research project
TDHB (Chemistry), CGD, and DIR (Biological Sci.) have collaborated since 2002 to study the cytoplasmic and
lipid-linked steps of bacterial peptidoglycan biosynthesis, in particular the mechanism of high-level penicillin
resistance in Streptococcus pneumoniae. This collaboration has led to the reconstitution of the tRNA-dependent
MurMN reactions involved in high-level penicillin resistance in Streptococcus pneumoniae [1], and the development
of the first inhibitor of this class of tRNA-dependent ligase [2]. We have also developed novel fluorescence-based
assays for the later steps in peptidoglycan biosynthesis [3,4], which will enable us to screen for novel inhibitors as
leads for new antibacterial agents, and have undertaken structural biology on peptidoglycan biosynthetic enzymes
[5]. This research has been supported by the Wellcome Trust and MRC, and we have recently obtained a joint
grant with Dr. Mike Chappell and Dr. Neil Evans (Engineering) to model quantitatively the peptidoglycan
biosynthetic pathway, funded by EPSRC. We have established a Network for Bacterial Cell Wall Assembly
(BACWAN), which is funded by MRC, and through which we have established a facility to prepare each of the
peptidoglycan biosynthetic intermediates via biocatalysis. TDHB has collaborated since 2001 with Prof. S. Evans
(University of Leeds, Physics), to develop physical methods to study the lipid-linked steps of peptidoglycan
assembly, using supported lipid bilayers. Lipid intermediates I and II have been deposited into a supported lipid
bilayer, and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has been used to measure the binding of vancomycin and
ramoplanin, and the in vitro polymerisation to form peptidoglycan [6,7]. TDHB and SDE have a current BBSRC
grant to study in vitro peptidoglycan biosynthesis using supported lipid bilayers, and a variety of quantitative
physical methods.
The penicillin binding proteins (PBPs) catalyse the final two steps of bacterial peptidoglycan biosynthesis:
namely transglycosylation of lipid intermediate II to form a glycan chain, and transpeptidation of the glycan chains
via cross-linking of a lysine residue (or meso-diaminopimelic acid in Gram-negative bacteria) on position 3 of a
pentapeptide sidechain with the D-alanine residue at position 4 of another pentapeptide [8]. These reactions are
very important antibacterial targets, since the transpeptidase activity is the molecular target for the penicillin family
of b-lactam antibiotics, and both steps are inhibited by the vancomycin group of glycopeptide antibiotics. Many
strains of penicillin-resistant bacteria contain alterations in their PBPs, therefore these proteins are also the site of
important antibiotic resistance mechanisms. However, in spite of the large amount of research into b-lactam
chemistry, there has been little detailed enzymology carried out on the PBPs, due to a lack of a quantitative assay
method to study trannsglycosylation and transpeptidation. In part this is due to the inherent difficulties in preparing
the lipid II substrates for PBP-catalysed reactions, but we are now able to prepare lipid intermediate II in mg
quantitities [1]. We have developed a new strategy for fluorescent labeling of lipid II [3] by incorporation of an
unnatural D-Cys residue in place of D-Ala in the pentapeptide sidechain, which we will use to develop a novel PBP
assay. We are therefore in a unique position to develop quantitative methods to study the PBP-catalysed reactions,
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3. Research project
The aim of the project is to develop new quantitative assays for the transglycosylase and transpeptidase
activities of the penicillin-binding proteins, and to use these assays to characterize quantitatively several PBPs
from penicillin-sensitive and –resistant strains of Streptococcus pneumoniae and Staphylococcus aureus. The
project will be divided into the following sections:
A) Development of quantitative assays for transglycosylase (GTase) and transpeptidase (TPase)
activities (months 1-12). We have recently found that, via incorporation of dipeptide D-Cys-D-Ala into
peptidoglycan using E. coli membranes, followed by fluorescein labeling, we can generate fluorescent
peptidoglycan. Digestion with lysozyme gives two new peaks by HPLC, corresponding to the fluorescent
disaccharide-pentapeptide (indicative of transglycosylase activity) and the cross-linked disaccharidepentapeptide (indicative of transpeptidase activity).
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This is a novel, sensitive assay for GTase and TPase activities. This assay will be adapted to use a D-Cyslabelled lipid II substrate, that could be incubated with a single, purified PBP, to measure GTase and TPase
activities. The assay will be developed first of all using a bifunctional Class A PBP, S. pneumoniae PBP-1B,
which has been expressed in DIR’s group. Recombinant PBP will be expressed and purified, then the D-Cyslabelled substrate will be prepared, and conditions for reliable assay will be determined. The assay will then
be used to kinetically characterize the enzyme (measurement of kcat, Km parameters).
B) Reconstitution of S. pneumoniae and S. aureus PBPs with modified lipid II substrates (months 1324). S. pneumoniae strains with high level penicllin resistance contain high levels of Ala-Ala and Ser-Ala
cross-links, synthesized by the MurMN ligases [1]. We have developed a chemoenzymatic method to
prepare modified lipid II-amino acyl conjugates, which we will use to prepare lipid II-Ala-Ala and lipid II-SerAla. We will test these substrates against recombinant PBPs from penicillin-resistant and –sensitive strains
of S. pneumoniae. Some expression constructs are already available at Warwick, or will be sent to us by
Dr. T. Vernet (IBS, Grenoble), other constructs will be cloned as needed during the project. The kinetic
parameters will provide important information on the mechanism of high-level penicillin resistance in S.
pneumoniae. This work will complement an ongoing project in TDHB’s research group on polymerization of
lipid II-(Gly)5 in Staphylococcus aureus.
C) In vitro peptidoglycan synthesis on supported lipid bilayers (months 25-36). The D-Cys labeled lipid
II substrate and recombinant PBPs used above will be used to carry out in vitro polymerization of lipid II in
supported lipid bilayers, in collaboration with Prof. S. Evans (Leeds). The architecture of the peptidoglycan
layer thuis formed will be studied using confocal microscopy and atomic force microscopy, which will
provide exciting new information about spatial and temporal construction of bacterial cell walls, and the
roles of each PBP in cell wall synthesis. There are opportunities to reconstitute individual PBP reactions
with cell division proteins (FtsW, RodA) that are known to be involved in cell wall synthesis, but their
precise biochemical role is uncertain.
o

Originality. There is currently no use quantitative PBP assay, so the development of a quantitative
GTase/TPase assay will be of major interest in this field. Quantitative information regarding the
mechanism of high-level penicillin resistance in S. pneumoniae would be of considerable interest and
impact. Spatial and temporal information about PG synthesis would also be extremely novel in this
field.

o

Feasibility. We have already established the feasibility of the PBP assay using whole E. coli
membranes, and the feasibility of supported lipid bilayer work using whole membranes, so it should
be quite feasible to extend these methods to individual PBP reactions.

o

Adventure. This project will develop a completely new PBP assay, and has the potential to apply
new surface science methods to PG synthesis.

4.

Scientific strategy. This project will develop our collaborative approach to studying the lipid-linked steps of
bacterial peptidoglycan biosynthesis. The methods developed in this project could be applied to the
development of novel high-throughput screens for PBP inhibitors as novel antibacterial agents, and the
study of antibiotic resistance mechanisms in a range of important bacterial pathogens.
Relevance to MOAC Scientific Remit. This project fits within the membrane proteins applications
priority area of MOAC, since PBPs are membrane proteins that catalyse reactions upon lipid-linked
substrates. There is also a strong element of experimental design within the project, since new assay
methods will be developed for the PBPs, and new surface science methods for studying in vitro
peptidoglycan biosynthesis.

5.

Technical training. The project will involve training in the following areas: 1) protein expression &
purification (done in Chemistry & Biol Sci); 2) preparation of substrates, using solid phase peptide
synthesis and biocatalysis (done in Chemistry); 3) supported lipid bilayer work & surface science (done in
Chemistry & with collaborator in Leeds); 4) the project may also involve molecular biology cloning work
(done in Biol Sci).

6.

Integration of the multi-disciplinary content. TDHB, CGD & DIR have collaborated since 2002 on
peptidoglycan biosynthesis projects, via regular scientific progress meetings. The student will meet on a
monthly basis with all 3 supervisors and researchers on related peptidoglycan projects to review progress,
and to decide what the next steps in the project will be, and where the next stage of the project will be
carried out. Development of the PBP assay (Part A) will be done primarily in Chemistry, with assistance in
protein expression from DIR. Cloning & expression of additional PBPs (Part B) will be done in Biol Sci,
while preparation of modified lipid II’s will be carried out in Chemistry. Supported lipid bilayer work will be
carried out in Chemistry, and on visits to our collaborator in Leeds.

7.

Justification of resources required. Consumables costs of £2K/yr are requested for protein purification
cosumables, molecular biology consumables, and peptide synthesis reagents. Additional costs will be met
by the groups of TDHB, CGD, and DIR.

8.

Project management. The principal supervisor will be Prof Tim Bugg (Chemistry), and co-supervisors will
be Prof Chris Dowson (Biol Sci) and Dr David Roper (Biol Sci). The student will meet on a monthly basis
with all 3 supervisors and researchers on related peptidoglycan projects to review progress. We anticipate
that Part A of the project will be done jointly in Chemistry (assay development, kinetics) and Biol Sci
(protein expression); Part B of the project will be done jointly in Chemistry (modified lipid II preparation,
kinetics) and Biol Sci (cloning & expression); Part C of the project will be carried out mainly in Chemistry,
with visits to our collaborator in Leeds.

9.

Plan for what the student will do in the first 3!6 months. The student will initially become familiar with
the existing fluorescent assay, via synthesis of D-Cys-D-Ala, and incubation with E. coli membranes &
treatment with lysozyme (Chemistry, 1 month). The student will then prepare enzymatically the D-Cyslabelled lipid II analogue, by conversion using Micrococcus flavus membranes (Chemistry, 1 month). The
student will then learn to purify recombinant S. pneumoniae PBP-1B (Biol Sci, 2 months), and will then use
the recombinant enzyme to attempt polymerization of the D-Cys-labelled lipid II substrate, followed by
fluorescent labeling, and analysis of the peptidoglycan products by HPLC (Chemistry, 2-3 months). During
the first 6 months, the student will also receive training in enzyme kinetics (TDHB group), and will attend a
training course in radiochemical safety (the project might involve some use of radio-isotopes).
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Supervisor name

Department/email/phone number

Dr Keith Vance

Biomedical Research Institute,
K.W.Vance@warwick.ac.uk, +44 (0) 2476 5 28380

Dr Till Bretschneider

Warwick Systems Biology Centre,
T.Bretschneider@warwick.ac.uk, +44 (0) 2476 1 50252

Supervisor’s advisor
Prof. Georgy Koentges
Prof. Georgy Koentges

Scope of the Project, Multi-Disciplinary Context, Scientific Environment, and MOAC remits
Cis regulatory modules (ReMos) in the non-coding region of the genome regulate the temporal and spatial
transcription of the large number of genes that control biological processes. These modules are typically several
hundred base pairs in length and contain clusters of transcription factor (TF) binding sites. The aim of this project
is to use a tissue culture system to ask fundamental questions about how ReMos function to control cell identity
and fate decisions in mesenchymal stem cells.
To this end we have developed a live cell fluorescent reporter based technique in which ReMos are used to drive
expression of different fluorescent proteins in order to accurately measure the dynamics of gene expression in
real time in individual cells. Measurements are carried out using the Cellomics KineticScan (KSR) machine at its
basis and are analysed using custom algorithms. The KSR is an integrated setup containing a confocal
microscope with a high resolution CCD camera, a humidified incubator, a liquid handling robot and a computer
system allowing imaging of thousands of cells at up to 30 minute intervals over a period of 2-3 days. Importantly,
this technique allows the acquisition of high-throughput single cell measurements which eliminate measurement
noise inherent in averaging over a heterogeneous population of cells and permits the cell cycle dependent
synchronisation of cells in silico in order to precisely correlate ReMo activity with cell cycle position. However, a
major limitation of current single cell approaches is the identification and tracking of cells both through cell division
and in confluent cultures. We will particularly address this problem and develop new image analysis methods to
try and improve the percentage of cells that can be automatically followed.
This project will complement a current PhD project in KV’s lab in which destabilised reporter proteins are being
generated in order to monitor dynamic changes in ReMo activity in mesenchymal stem cells (Danuta Jeziorska)
and will form part of a large scale analysis of cis-regulatory function with links to the following SB projects:
identification of ReMos using bioinformatics (Sascha Ott and Georgy Koentges) and mathematical modelling of
transcription rates (Dan Woodcock, Baerbel Finkenstaedt and David Rand).
On the image analysis side TB with SO have developed a software interface to import Cellomics data into the
image analysis software ImageJ. It has become integral part of the data acquisition pipeline. In preparation of a
Systems Biology Miniproject “Classification of Cell Populations in Large Image Data Sets (16/6-5/9/2008,
supervisors TB/SO/GK)” we have already developed concrete ideas as to how expand this software to provide
thorough statistics of the variability of gene transcription and correlations with cell, and nucleus size. The
proposed PhD project will imply the development of novel tracking methods which based on such statistics. and
*,†
complements TB’s project of analysing spatio-temporal patterns of protein distributions in moving cells .
The candidate is expected to have a strong programming background. The ratio lab/desk will be 30%/70%.
The student’s budget will be sufficient to cover the consumables required for the experimental part, but still allow
for travel expenses to conferences.
The project will be embedded in the following MOAC remits: DNA-protein complexes, Instrument design and
development, Experimental design and data Analysis, and Model Building.
Biological Techniques
We will specifically study the mechanisms controlling expression of the homeobox transcription factor Msx1, a
master regulator of pluripotency and cell fate in mesenchymal stem cells, using C2C12 cells as a model. In this
system Msx1 is expressed in proliferating cells and is presumed to exert its effect through both repressing
J. Dalous, E. Burghardt, A. Müller-Taubenberger, F. Bruckert, G. Gerisch, T. Bretschneider. Reversal of cell polarity and actin-myosin
cytoskeleton reorganization under mechanical and chemical stimulation. Biophys. J., 94(3):1063-1074, 2008.
†
M. Etzrodt, H. Ishikawa, J. Dalous, A. Müller-Taubenberger, T. Bretschneider, G. Gerisch. Time-resolved Front and Tail Responses to
Chemoattractant in Dictyostelium cells. FEBS Letters, 580(28-29):6707-6713, 2006.
*

differentiation and promoting self renewal. Msx1 expression is controlled by four ReMos lying within 5 kb of the
transcriptional start site. Stable cell lines containing Msx1 5 kb upstream regulatory region driving expression of a
destabilised fluorescent reporter will therefore be generated and used to trace Msx1 ReMo activity through cell
division and in vitro differentiation on a single cell level. Detailed image analysis generating real time fluorescence
response profiles will allow us to measure both the dynamics of Msx1 ReMo activity and to determine the extent
of heterogeneity in Msx1 expression levels within individual cells in a genetically identical clonal population. This
will enable us to dissect the mechanisms determining noise in Msx1 expression levels and how this affects self
renewal and cell fate choices in these cells.

C2C12 cell
Self renewal
Assymetrical
cell division

Proliferating
C2C12 cell

Msx1 !

Msx1 !

Msx1 expression heterogeneity

Msx1

Signaling pathways
Regulation of chromatin structure
Promoter effects

Proliferating Differentiated
C2C12 cell
progeny
Contributions to heterogeneity in Msx1 expression and possible affects on cell fate choices

Theoretical Methods
The objectives of the theoretical part are a) to develop image analysis routines to reliably track cells and gfpexpression over cell division, b) to extract time courses of nuclear gfp-intensity for cell lineages (at least daughter
and grand-daughter cells) and statistically analyse their variation.
-- Evaluation of different segmentation methods
The built-in segmentation procedure of the Cellomics software uses a fixed intensity threshold to identify cells.
Because of inevitable photobleaching in long-term experiments this method is prone to fail, because a large
number of cells is not recognised toward the end of an experiment. The number of recognised cells is the major
limiting factor in the current analysis of the Cellomics experiments and any improvement would be highly
appreciated. We have already developed software to access the Cellomics data directly from within ImageJ and
successfully experimented with different segmentation methods which recognise shapes as such (Scaling index
filters). We will also try filters that are based on structural features (textures).
-- Multi-parametric statistical analysis of cell size, shape and motility, chromatin staining (Hoechst) during cell
division and GFP-fluorescence of specific marker proteins
The novel tracking algorithms to be developed will be based on statistical classifiers to discriminate between cells
in different developmental stages, i.e. if we know the characteristic temporal dynamics of a nuclear stain in cells
undergoing division this information can be built into the tracking algorithm. Other parameters to be included in
the analysis are cell size, shape and cell movement, persistence of cell motion, fluorescence intensity, and the
temporal dynamics of fluorescence.
-- Development of novel tracking methods
The existing tracking method developed by Sascha Ott is based on a neighbourhood analysis and takes into
account distances between cells as well as variations in GFP-fluorescence and nuclear staining. Based on a
probability function a cell will be classified as more likely to be identical between one frame and the following if its
distance and intensity is closer than that for any other cell in its environment. During cell-division however cells
cannot be reliably classified using this method and many cells have to be excluded from the analysis. Together
with SO we will develop a new strategy to track cells based on multi-parametric measures (see previous
paragraph). A combined forward/backward search to identify cells between successive frames will be employed,
which will span multiple time points. One possibility is to expand this into an iterative scheme with several rounds
of classification, in which cells that have been tracked with a defined reliability are excluded from the analysis in
the next round. Since the neighbourhood information would have to be computed only once, this should increase
overall reliability without compromising speed and efficiency too much.

-- Generation of training data sets and synthetic data to evaluate algorithms
In order to be able to compare different tracking algorithms in an objective manner, training data sets have to be
constructed. To avoid tedious full manual tracking of cells we will use automatically tracked sequences and write
software which allows inserting tracks manually. Synthetic data of dividing cells based on the statistical
distributions determined from experiments will be generated to identify possible tracking problems more easily.
-- Data analysis
The data analysis will comprise the alignment of temporal fluorescence profiles (in silico synchronisation), the
extraction of lineage trees, and the analysis of variations in expression patterns of daughter and grand-daughter
cells. The processed data will be investigated using software by Dan Woodcock to study transcriptional control.
Work Programme
Red arrows denote iteration cycles between experiment and theoretical analysis. Experiments will be performed
at BMRI on Gibbet Hill, all dry work in Coventry House.

Keith Vance obtained his PhD at the Cancer Research UK Beatson Laboratories in Glasgow studying cell type
specific regulation of papillomavirus transcription. He then obtained a Research Development Fellowship from the
Medical Research Council to study the role of T-box factors in the control of transcription and regulation of
chromatin structure during melanocyte development and melanoma progression. Following this KV moved to
University College London where he initiated his work on making real time gene expression measurements in
single stem cells. KV was appointed Senior Research Fellow in Warwick Systems Biology in April 2007 and is
currently supervising one PhD student.
Till Bretschneider was appointed Assistant Professor in Warwick Systems Biology in July 2007. He studied
Biology at the Ludwig-Maximilians Unervisty in Munich and turned to Computational Biology during his
postgraduate studies. During his PhD with Kees Weijer he moved to the University of Dundee and developed
computational models for Dictyostelium morphogenesis. As a postdoc at the University of Bonn with Wolfgang Alt
he continued this work with more abstract mathematical models of mechanical cell-substrate interactions and was
awarded a Max-Planck fellowship for his contributions to “Mathematical Models in Biology, Chemistry and
Physics”. Joining the group of Günther Gerisch at the Max-Planck-Institut of Biochemistry, Martinsried, in 2001 he
expanded his work on quantitative image analysis he had already started in Bonn, primarily working on actin
dynamics in Dictyostelium. In the past TB has been supervising 2 diploma, 1 bachelor, 1 master and 2 PhD
students, which resulted in 5 student co-authorships. In the current academic year TB is supervising one SB and
one MOAC miniproject.

MOAC Project 4
Development and Application of Diamond Based Nanopore platforms
for the Investigation of Dynamic Events in Ion Channels
Julie Macpherson, Patrick Unwin (Chemistry, Electrochemistry and Interfaces) & Mark Newton
(Physics) & Colin Robinson (Biological Sciences)
External Collaborator Prof. Henry White (Chemistry, Utah University, US)
Track Records of Applicants:
Prof. Julie Macpherson is a leading expert in the development of high resolution electrical
and electrochemically-based imaging techniques.11 She has won five awards for her work in
this area (including the Marlow medal 2005; McBain medal 2006, Times Higher Education
Young Researcher of the Year Award 2005). She has published ~ 100 papers, and during the
past 8 years has progressed from University Research Fellow to Professor of Chemistry. Prof.
Patrick Unwin has held a Chair in Chemistry at the University of Warwick since 1998. He is
the author or co-author of almost 200 papers and reviews, has won several international
awards for his work and has pioneered new experimental techniques, including the theoretical
treatment of coupled interfacial/mass transport problems and applications to a wide range of
problems of fundamental and practical importance. Since 1996 the Electrochemistry and
Interfaces Group (Macpherson and Unwin) has had 28 PhD students successfully graduate
(100% graduation record: see www.warwick.ac.uk/electrochemistry for further details). The
group has formed successful collaborations with colleagues in Physics (Newton) and Biology
(e.g. Robinson, Pinheiro). Dr. Mark Newton is a Reader in Experimental Physics at the
University of Warwick who uses a variety of spectroscopic, electrical and microscopic
techniques to identify the structure and properties of defects and impurities in diamond. He
has a 100 % track record with PhD students successfully graduating ten during his academic
career. He is a consultant for the Diamond Trading Company (DTC) and Element Six Ltd and
secretary of the UK Diamond Research Committee. Newton, Unwin and Macpherson have
several collaborative programmes in place funded by BAE Systems, EPSRC Analytical
Studentships and Element Six. Prof. Colin Robinson has worked on the transport of proteins
into and across chloroplast membranes and his group was first to identify most of the known
thylakoid protein transport pathways. He was awarded a BBSRC Professorial Fellowship in
2001 to develop new approaches in this field. He has supervised numerous PhD students with
a 100% completion record. Prof. Henry White (external collaborator) is head of Chemistry at
the University of Utah, USA and assistant editor of J. Am. Chem. Soc. He has won 16
prestigious
awards
during
his
career
history
(see
http://www.chem.utah.edu/directory/faculty/white.html) with many of his PhD students
becoming successful academics. He has had a long standing interest in nanoscale domains and
electrochemistry and recently developed the nanopore electrode, based on glass, for the
sensing of ion channel events at the single level.
Introduction
Improvements in chemical and biochemical analyses rely on new materials and methods that
provide improved sensitivity, reliability and longevity. Increased temporal and spatial
resolution enables analyses of biological events at the single molecule level and at very short
timescales, providing kinetic, thermodynamic, and chemical dynamic information. To achieve
these goals, new methods and materials are continually sought, with a particular emphasis on
cost and manufacturability. With this in mind there has been much effort in silicon and silicon
nitride microfabrication1 and glass (to a lesser extent)2 to make small bioanalytical devices for
mass production.
Nanopores and micropore systems are used in many different analytical applications including
the detection of single molecules,3 the detection and sequencing of DNA,4 particle counting,5
model drug delivery systems, liquid-liquid analysis, and screening of the interactions of new
pharmaceutical drugs with protein ion channels that are found in the human body.6 The
majority of these applications rely on the measurement (often moderation) of an electrical (or
electrochemical) signal, be it across an open pore, liquid-liquid interface formed at the mouth
of the pore or a bilayer-modified pore. In the majority of cases the size and geometry of the
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pore and electrical properties of the substrate in which the pore is formed are vitally important
factors which control the sensitivity of the device for chemical and biochemical analysis. The
chemical stability of the substrate material determines the usefulness of the device in different
environments.
One area which is particularly exciting is the measurement of dynamic events associated with
protein ion channels. Typically, these are investigated using conductivity measurements in
conjunction with model membrane structures suspended over Teflon holes hundred(s) of
microns in diameter with inserted ion channels. However this approach suffers from several
stability issues, limiting measurements to only hours before the bilayer collapses. To date the
fastest, most sensitive substrate for measuring dynamic events associated with protein ion
channels is based on the glass nanopore.7 The bilayers are stable for weeks and it is possible
to probe just one ion channel at a time. However, the nanpores are fabricated by hand which
is an incredibly time-consuming and laborious process. Furthermore, due to the high
capacitance of the bilayer and the support electrical readout of very fast single binding or
translocation events is prevented and noise is introduced.
The ideal substrate material in terms of electrical properties is diamond; the resistance and
capacitance properties of this material mean that, for the first time, sub-µs measurements
should be possible. Diamond is also amenable to machining and etching, so the fabrication of
pore shaped structures should be much simpler than using glass based nanopores. Given their
robustness, diamond devices are capable of operating under extremes of temperature, voltage
and pH conditions. Furthermore, the excellent optical properties means that light activated
processes can also be investigated. To this end, diamond is seen as an ‘ideal’ substrate
material to further advances in the field of chemical and biochemical analyses.
Aims
The following developments are proposed which will facilitate major new insights into protein
ion channel dynamics and establish a new technology at the physical sciences/life sciences
interface:
1)

2)
3)
4)

5)

Investigation of chemical functionalisation strategies to produce stable bilayers (e.g. DPPC,
DPhPC) on the surface of polished intrinsic diamond (single crystal and polycrystalline).
This will be explored using fluorescently labelled lipids in conjunction with confocal
microscopy and atomic force microscopy. (Chemistry)
Machining and etching strategies to produce micro- to nano-pores in diamond of different
geometries (Physics)
Finite element modelling of the fabricated pore structures in order to calculate the
expected current (conductivity) responses in the presence of open, closed and partially
blocked pores (Chemistry and Physics) and to calculate theoretical response times
Application of bilayer preparative procedures developed in 1 to the structures made in 2.
Initial characterisation and testing and addition of ion channels. Initially commercially
available ion channels such a ! haemolysin (HL) (well modelled, structure understood,
‘open’ ion channel) will be incorporated into the membrane and the system optimised such
that it is possible to incorporate only one ion channel into the model membrane. In later
stages, conductivity measurements will be complemented by combined (simultaneous)
conductivity-confocal microscopy measurements to investigate single ion dynamics
(Chemistry)
Applications: we envisage two main application areas which have huge scope
a. Building on the !-HL work, we aim to investigate whether it will be possible to
identify the base sequence of DNA. It has been suggested that the variation in
current, as DNA moves through the pore, might be used to identify the sequence
of bases. Due to experimental limitations, high-speed detection of the sequence
of bases in single molecules of DNA or RNA to date has not been possible,
however using diamond as a substrate enabling the accessing of faster
timescales this becomes a reality. This work will be carried out in collaboration
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with our colleagues at the University of Utah who have experience with
monitoring ssDNA through glass nanopores.
b. We aim to characterise protein conducting channels in the chloroplast thylakoid
membrane for the first time. The major protein transporter in this membrane
(the Tat system) is driven by the thylakoid proton motive force, and protein
transport is known to require large numbers of protons (ca 30k per protein
transported). The sensitivity of this technique is such that we will aim to
characterise individual translocase complexes by virtue of their proton-pumping
activity. By saturating the translocase with high concentrations of substrate, we
will be in a position to monitor proton fluxes at very high resolution because
protons will be pumped out of the thylakoid at specific locations. By coupling the
ion channel device with local microelectrochemical strategies (to generate proton
fluxes), we will be able to determine whether the transport of different
substrates requires differing quantities of protons. Complementary structural
work, notably in-situ AFM coupled to the ion channel devices, will also enable to
us to map the positions of the protein translocase complexes on the thylakoid
surface. This work will involve thylakoid preparation in Biological sciences,
together with the production of recominant Tat substrates (routinely carried out
in the Robinson lab).

Roles of Different Departments:
The majority of the work is Chemistry led and it is envisaged the student will spend about 60%
of his/her time there. 20% will be in Physics developing the fabrication procedures for the
diamond ion channels and ~ 20% in Biology.

Obviously there will be flexibility in the workplan, based on the outcomes of 1 – 5 and other
application areas which arise during the course of the project.
Training Provided and Facilities
The supervising teams bring multidisciplinary skills which are needed to ensure successful
development of new techniques to study dynamic events associated with ion channels, which
can be used to study important biological questions. The Electrochemistry and Interfaces
Group in Chemistry has state-of-the-art facilities for electrochemical measurements,
microfabrication, high resolution AFM imaging, confocal microscopy and electrochemistry, in
addition to finite element modelling. The group’s facilities are enhanced further through close
collaborations with colleagues in Physics for use of electron microscopy facilities. Newton is a
world expert in diamond and through existing collaborations with Element Six will be able to
supply us (in part) with some of the diamond required for this project. He also has extensive
knowledge of machining (in house Physics) and etching technologies and will work with the
student in this aspect of the project. In Biology the student will have access to biological
preparative procedures for thylakoid and recombinant tat substrate production. The student
will receive considerable training across the physical sciences, modelling (using
engineering/physics simulation techniques) and the life sciences in tackling several important
biological questions (see above).
Justification of Resources Required:

The project is largely practical, although there will be some modelling work. We therefore
request £2k pa which will be utilised to purchase diamond substrates (some will be provided
free of charge from Element Six but not all); AFM tips; consumables associated with electron
microscopy and laser micromachining; lipids and ion channels. It is likely our US collaborator
will cover some of the costs associated with visits overseas but we will also seek funds the
American Travel Fund.
Project Management: Prof. Julie Macpherson will take responsibility for the Chemistry
experimental side. Unwin will supervise the modelling of device responses. Newton will
supervise the diamond fabrication work and Robinson the work on translocase activity.
Macpherson/White will oversee the DNA studies (at Warwick and at Utah). Macpherson,
Newton and Unwin already meet once a week to discuss existing diamond related projects and
these meetings will be widened to include the proposed project. For this purpose they will
meet with the student together on this frequency. Robinson will participate every month for
regular updates, and more frequently when the work involves the thylakoid membrane.

Initial Work Plan (3 – 6 months):
• Functionalisation of planar diamond surfaces in order to produce both stable bilayer and
monolayers (training in confocal and atomic force microscopy)
• Training in laser micromachining – development of a wide array of test structures
• Training in finite element modelling – construction of geometries based on the fabricated
test structures
• Initial test experiments for conductivity through machined channels, comparison with
modelling
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Project proposal:

1. Track record of supervisors in research and supervision

Dr Martin Lochner (ML): ML was recently appointed (January 2006) as Assistant Professor of Chemical
Biology in the Department of Chemistry at the University of Warwick. He obtained a Dipl. Chem. from the University
of Zürich (Switzerland) in 1998 and his PhD studies were completed under the guidance of Prof. Wolf-D. Woggon
at the University of Basel (Switzerland) in 2003. ML then won a postdoctoral research fellowship from the Swiss
National Science Foundation (SNSF) which he took up with Prof. Ian Paterson FRS in the Department of Chemistry
at the University of Cambridge. This was followed by an advanced research fellowship from the SNSF which was
taken up in the group of Dr. Sarah C. R. Lummis in the Department of Biochemistry at the University of Cambridge.
He has thus established a range of biological research expertise as well as his core synthetic chemistry expertise.
ML1-7
ML has published 7 papers
in peer reviewed journals and has presented his work at various international
conferences. ML has recently won a first grant from EPSRC (EP/E042139/1) which will investigate the site-specific
chemical modification of ligand-gated ion channels.
ML is currently supervising a PhD student (start Oct 2006) which is funded by EPSRC (DTA) and has supervised
two MChem students in the past. He is also supervising a postdoc which started in February 2008. ML has
successfully guided a MOAC student (James Stephenson) through his mini-project. ML has submitted MOAC miniprojects in every round and a PhD project in 2006.
Prof Nicholas Dale (ND): has examined the role of purinergic signalling in the nervous system for more than 10
years. ND’s initial studies examined how ATP and adenosine controlled motor pattern generation in the spinal cord
ND1-3
of the Xenopus tadpole.
These studies collectively comprise the most complete examination of the role of ATP
and adenosine in motor systems and motor pattern generation and shows that ATP and adenosine comprise a
complex feedback system that controls centrally programmed fatigue of rhythmic motor circuits such that in the
absence of sensory feedback the output slows and weakens over time, before spontaneously stopping.
Interestingly, the E-NTPDases, that convert ATP to adenosine, constitute a key locus of control for the dynamics of
the centrally programmed fatigue.ND1,2,4
During this work ND invented the first biosensor for adenosineND2 and this opened the way for collaborations
with a large number of groups on other aspects of purinergic signalling. Aided by subsequent invention of a
biosensor for ATP,ND5 ND has studied the roles of ATP and adenosine in brainstem cardiorespiratory reflexes,ND6
ND9-12
brainstem chemoreceptionND7,8 for O2 and CO2, the neuroprotective function of adenosine in the hippocampus,
the release and role of ATP during development of the retina,ND13 and activity-dependent release of adenosine in
the cerebellum.ND14,15 In all of these studies the use of the biosensors to examine ATP or adenosine signalling in
real-time in conjunction with conventional electrophysiological measures of neural activity has been essential in
giving new insight into underlying mechanisms.
In parallel with this work, ND continues to develop microelectrode biosensor technology for real-time
measurement of chemical signalling in the CNS. ND has invented a novel deposition technique based around
silicate sol-gels to make highly sensitive biosensors for a much wider range of analytes including the purines plus
acetylcholine and D-serine. The biosensor work has led to 3 patent applications, and a start-up company Sarissa
Biomedical Ltd that markets these biosensors for researchers around the world.
ND is an acknowledged leader in the study of purine release, metabolism and actions. He has built up a
comprehensive array of tools to study these important signalling agents. These tools (biosensors for ATPND5 and
ND9,14,15
adenosine;ND10 HPLC and optical methods for assaying E-NTPDase activity;
cell lines expressing specific ENTPDases;ND4 mammalian brain slice electrophysiology and measurements of synaptic transmissionND9-11,14,15)
mean that he is ideally placed to provide a comprehensive characterization of the ability of the compounds
generated within this study to block E-NTPDase activity in brain tissue, and to elucidate the extent to which these
compounds affect other signalling mechanisms in the tissue.
ND has successfully supervised Masters Students, PhD students and postdocs during his career. Three
students have completed their PhD under his supervision, a fourth student has submitted his PhD thesis and ND is
currently supervising 2 PhD students who are in their 2nd year. The 4 year submission rate is 100% for these PhD
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projects. Furthermore, a MOAC Masters student will soon start his mini-project in ND’s lab (co-supervised by Prof
Richard Napier, Warwick HRI).

2. Background to research project

In addition to its key role in cellular metabolism the purine nucleotide ATP also acts as a potent extracellular
messenger which is co-released under normal physiological conditions with a number of neurotransmitters
1
including acetylcholine, norepinephrine, glutamate, !-aminobutyric acid, and neuropeptide Y. As a messenger ATP
binds to P2 receptors which exist as two distinct families: the P2X ligand-gated ion channel (LGIC) family that is
involved in fast excitatory neurotransmission and the metabotropic P2Y G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) family.
Once released, ATP is degraded to ADP, AMP, and adenosine by a family of ectonucleosidases (E-NTPDases),
thus limiting the extracellular actions of the nucleotide(s) by enhancing its removal, as well as producing the
pharmacologically active nucleoside, adenosine.
Numerous essential physiological processes are controlled by purinergic signalling.2 Studies of purinergic
signalling networks in tissues or cell cultures often use antagonists or agonist of P2 receptors and/or inhibitors of ENTPDases in order to inhibit or enhance the activity of putative key players. However, current compounds bind with
low affinity to these proteins and are very unselective which renders interpretation of biochemical results risky.
New, highly selective inhibitors of E-NTPDases are desperately needed and would not only be useful tools for
biochemical studies but would also have a huge therapeutic potential. To date, no atomic structures are available
for any of the E-NTPDases.

3. Reseach project

Aims: The proposed programme of research aims to chemically synthesise ATP analogues, which are based on
inosine and xanthosine nucleotides. These compounds will be tested against human E-NTPDase using in vitro, cell
culture and tissue based assays in order to determine their potency and selectivity as inhibitors for individual
E-NTPDase isoforms. E-NTPDase inhibitors with good selectivity and high affinities will be used to study purinergic
signalling pathways in tissue and cell culture based systems.

Originality: The proposed project uses the power of chemical synthesis to produce a highly diverse library of ATP
analogues which are based on inosine and xanthosine nucleotides. Such compounds and derivatives have not
been studied as E-NTPDase inhibitors to date and are therefore highly novel.

Feasibility & Adventure: The proposed chemistry is not highly risky and its convergent approach will produce a
good selection of compounds. Prof Nicholas Dale is an internationally well established neuroscientist in the field of
purinergic signalling. His expertise and the biological assays established in his research group will facilitate the
biological study of the synthesised compounds. Data from these studies can immediately be fed back into the
molecular design of the next generation of ATP analogues which then can be tested again. As a result, this iterative
process is expected to furnish E-NTPDase inhibitors with high selectivity and potency. The challenge will be to
produce compounds which are only selective for E-NTPDase and do not interact with other nucleotide and
nucleoside recognising receptors in the cell, e.g. P2X, P2Y and P1 receptors. However, the proposed chemistry will
produce a decent library of compounds with various profiles which will allow choosing the most successful ones.
The biological study of the most successful compounds in cell culture and tissue based assays of purinergic
signalling model systems, which include several regulatory and signalling components, will ultimately establish the
usefulness of these compounds.

4. Scientific Strategy

Synthesis: Current E-NTPDase inhibitors can be grouped in two categories: 1) nucleotide analogues, more
particularly P2 receptor agonist/antagonists and non-cleavable ATP derivatives and 2) the other molecules, most of
2
which relate to the surinam-Evans blue dye families. We propose to synthesise and biologically test hypoxanthine
and xanthine nucleotide derivatives as novel E-NTPDase inhibitors. The structure of these oxidised nucleic acids
combines the purine ring feature of adenine with a very similar (hypoxanthine) or identical (xanthine) H-bond
donor/acceptor pattern of uracil in the 6-membered ring. Promising results with 5’-peptide derivatives of uridine as
3
E-NTPDase inhibitors were recently presented.
We are planning to use a systematic approach in the design of the xanthine and hypoxanthine derivatives
whereby the parent nucleotides, i.e. inosine 5'-triphosphate (ITP, 1) and xanthosine 5'-triphosphate (XTP, 2), will be
used as a starting point for the molecular design. We intend to successively chemically modify or to replace the
nucleotide building blocks of the parent structures, i.e. the triphosphate chain, the ribose unit and the base, by
structural surrogates in order to produce small compound libraries (Figure). The members of this small compound
library will then be biologically tested and their pharmacological profile established. The most potent and selective
inhibitors will be taken into the next modification round to produce a new series of compounds which then can be
tested again.
Biology: Assays of activity against E-NTPDase activity will be conducted in a nested fashion. An optical assay
of phosphate production in brain tissue will be utilized as a rapid screen to test their efficacy against native ENTPDases4 and identify “leads”. Brain slices (hippocampus, cortex, cerebellum) will be placed in small chambers
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and incubated with ATP either with or without the candidate compound. At varying time points samples will be
taken and phosphate production measured and the effect of the compound on rates of phosphate production
quantified. This rapid screen will form a first pass to identify compounds for more intensive investigation. Promising
compounds will be further investigated by
HPLC methods to determine their specific
effects on ATP and ADP breakdown, giving
information as to which of the E-NTPDases
they may block in brain slices.5 Cultured cell
lines expressing cloned E-NTPDases (we
shall concentrate on subtypes 1-3 as being
of most relevance to neural function) will be
used to quantify the IC50 of the compound
for each of these enzymes (via either the
optical assay method or HPLC). For those
compounds that retain promise after this
more in depth investigation, we shall use
biosensors
and
electrophysiological
methods to assay their actions in the
context of physiological signalling. Utilizing
hippocampal and cerebellar slices, we shall
examine synaptic transmission (subject to
purinergic modulation in both areas of the
brain). ATP and adenosine biosensors will
be utilized to examine how application of
the compounds alter the dynamics of ATP
breakdown and adenosine accumulation in
real time4,6 – both exogenously applied
ATP, and endogenously released ATP. This
will be simultaneously related to the realtime modulation of synaptic transmission by
ATP
and
adenosine.
Our
electrophysiological methods will allow us
to test whether the compounds alter other
aspects of physiological function unrelated to their inhibition of the E-NTPDases – such as direct effects on
transmitter release, neuronal excitability, ion channel gating, and activation or antagonism of purinergic receptors.
5. Technical training
This project certainly involves a good deal of chemical synthesis and therefore is primarily aiming at postgraduates
with this kind of interest. A potential student would be trained in modern methods of nucleotide synthesis which is
certainly valuable considering the importance of this compound class. However, there is always feedback from the
biological assays at early stages of the project and it becomes an iterative process rather than simply the synthesis
of targets. Importantly, the student will conduct the biological assays him/herself and thereby acquire some useful
biological skills as well.

8. Project management
ML and ND will take direct and overall responsibility for the research, reporting, supervision and progress of the
proposed project. ML has a strong foundation in synthetic chemistry and will advise and practically support the PhD
student on the design and synthesis of the target compounds. Given the huge expertise in purinergic signalling
research ND will design and supervise the biological assays that the synthesised compounds will be subjected to.
ML, ND and the PhD student would have a project review meeting each month.
9. Plan for what the PhD student will do in the first 3-6 months
•
•
•

10. References
ML1
ML2
ML3
ML4
ML5
ML6
ML7
ND1
ND2
ND3
ND4
ND5
ND6
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ND9
ND10
ND11
ND12
ND13
ND14
ND15
1
2
3

6. Integration of the multi-disciplinary content
The supervisors have submitted a joint proposal to BBSRC last year which unfortunately was unsuccessful. Future
application, e.g. to the Wellcome Trust, are planned.
The PhD student would spend the first phase of the project in the synthetic ML lab where he/she will get training
in modern synthetic chemistry. Once the first compound is obtained he/she will then move to the biological ND lab
and get training in all the required biological assays. Once the PhD student is more familiar with the chemical and
biological techniques he/she will be able to take a more proactive role and divide up the time between chemistry
and biology lab more individually depending on the progress of chemistry or biology. The project is of an iterative
nature and so will be the interaction with the supervisors.

month 1: Familiarisation with project and chemical laboratory and survey of literature.
months 2-4: Synthesis of first 1-3 compounds in which the triphosphate chain has been replaced (Figure).
months 5-6: Familiarisation with biological laboratory and assays; biological study of synthesised
compounds.

4
5
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M. J. Wall, N. Dale, J. Physiol. 2007, 581, 553.
M. J. Wall, A. Atterbury, N. Dale, J. Physiol. 2007, 582, 137.

7. Justification of resources required
Due to the heavily experimental nature of the project a considerable consumables budget is required for the
chemistry component, to purchase high purity solvents, reagents, silica gel for chromatography and inert gases.
The biology consumables budget is substantial as well and covers the purchase of ATP sensors, high purity fine
chemicals for HPLC, consumables for cell culture and electrophysiology. In total, £2000 pa is required.
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Project proposal.
(1) Track record of supervisors in research and supervision.
Dr. Ann Dixon [AMD] (Assistant Professor, Chemistry, MOAC lecturer in Chemistry, University of Warwick since
2005). Extensive experience in the investigation of the structure, folding, and interactions of integral membrane
and membrane-associated proteins. Current research is focused on investigation of transmembrane (TM) helixhelix interactions and their roles in membrane protein structure, biological function and disease. 15 primary
literature papers and one book chapter. Research funding of £635K (from CRUK, DUK, and MRC) obtained while
at Warwick as PI. Member of Midlands Biophysics Network and Midlands Membrane Protein Network, and
secretary of the RSC Biophysical Chemistry Group. Currently supervising two postdoctoral fellows, two Chemistry
PhD students (both in second year of PhD), and two MOAC PhD students (jointly supervised with Dr. Graham
Ladds and Prof. Colin Robinson). First MOAC PhD student due to complete in Summer/Autumn 2008. To date, 2
publications with PhD students (2 more submitted/in preparation).
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Dr. Steven P. Brown [SPB] (Associate Professor, Physics, University of Warwick since 2002). International
reputation for developing new solid-state NMR techniques and their application, e.g. for studying hydrogen-bonding
interactions in pharmaceuticals. 50 primary literature papers (16 in JACS/Angew. Chem.) (h-index = 22). Research
funding (EPSRC, Leverhulme, Royal Society) at Warwick as PI of £5M: chair of the National Management
Committee of the £3.7M EPSRC/BBSRC funded 850 MHz UK solid-state NMR facility, to be sited at Warwick,
anticipated opening Summer 2009. His first PhD student completed in January 2008 (within 3.5 years) and is now
carrying on solid-state NMR research as a PDRA in St Andrews. Currently supervising 3 PhD students (supported
in part by AstraZeneca and GSK). To date, 7 publications with Warwick PhD students. Lecturer in MOAC.
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Prof. Michael P Allen [MPA] (Professor, Physics, University of Warwick since 2001). Previously at Bristol
University (Lecturer 1985, Reader 1992, Professor 1997). 30 years experience in molecular simulation, over 100
primary literature papers, one book, two edited collections. Founding director of Centre for Scientific Computing at
Warwick; founding organiser and principal lecturer (with DJ Tildesley and JHR Clarke) of the CCP5 annual
graduate summer school “Methods in Molecular Simulation” (1994-2001). Supervised 17 PhD students to date, of
whom 11 have completed and 3 are currently in progress. 4 PhD students have gone on to academic careers, 1
has a postdoctoral position, and MOAC PhD student John Grime (jointly supervised with Pat Unwin) will take up a
post-doctoral position at Uppsala following submission of his thesis later this month. 34 papers published with PhD
students plus 2 with final-year project students.
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(2) Background to research project.
A key element of a cell is its lipid membrane; as well as sequestering the contents of the cell, the membrane, and in
particular membrane proteins that are embedded in the membrane, vitally regulate how the cell interacts with its
environment. There is, hence, great interest in medicine and industry to obtain structural information about these
membrane proteins in order to understand disease pathways and target new pharmaceuticals. However, while
membrane proteins account for 30% of proteins encoded by the human genome, only approximately 100
membrane protein structures have been successfully solved (as compared with the over 30,000 structures for
soluble proteins). Indeed, discoveries related to membrane protein structures have led to three Nobel prizes since
1987. This vast discrepancy in the number of known structures is due to experimental difficulties, as membrane
proteins are difficult to crystallise for X-ray studies, and can produce large aggregates that exceed the size limit for
solution-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.
In contrast, solid-state NMR is uniquely placed to study membrane proteins in their natural environment, a lipid
bilayer. Solid-state NMR is increasingly used in structural studies of biosolids, as evidenced by a number of recent
publications in leading journals such as PNAS and Nature [1-6]. In particular, solid-state NMR has much potential
as an atom-specific probe of structure and dynamics for key proteins, including membrane proteins. Thus far, this
technique has mainly been used to study membrane proteins containing isolated pairs of labelled nuclei, however
recent technique developments are aimed at obtaining many distance constraints for multiply labelled samples.
Another method that is proving invaluable in the analysis of membrane proteins is computational modelling,
especially when resolving uncertainties in the global protein fold (e.g. !-helix packing) and oligomer structures. The

The transmembrane domain of Glycophorin A (GpA; Fig 1a) is a
simple and well-characterised example of the type of protein
that we wish to investigate in this project: it contains a single
transmembrane domain (Fig.1a) that inserts into membrane
bilayers as a stable !-helix and drives protein dimerisation
(Fig.1b) [17]. The dimer structure of GpA was first predicted by
the program CHI, mentioned above, [8, 18] and later confirmed
by solution-state NMR experiments in micelles [19].
More
recently, structural data in membrane bilayers has also been
collected using conventional solid-state NMR methods,
providing further insight into the amino acids that stabilise the
GpA dimer [19-21]. For example, a sequence motif that is
critical for correct folding of GpA is the GG4 motif, where glycine
residues located every four amino acids localise to one face of
the helix and pack against the other helix (Fig.1b) [22].
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Project title:

Aim: The aim of this project is to combine complementary techniques in biological sample preparation, novel solidstate NMR methodology, and atomistic to coarse-grained molecular modelling to extract structural information for
membrane proteins in a biologically relevant environment. NMR data will provide atomic-level information which
can be fed into the CHI program to produce 3D structural models. Coarse-grained modelling can then provide a
bigger picture of the folding and assembly process.
Preliminary data: In initial work done in a mini-project last year, experimental protocols were established in the
Dixon and Brown groups for the preparation of membrane proteins (prepared by chemical synthesis with specific
isotopically labelled sites) within hydrated DMPC vesicles, suitable for analysis by solid-state NMR. Initial data was
collected on GpA, which acts as an ideal test system with which to assess our protocols. Specifically, we
15
13
synthesised a 30-residue peptide corresponding to the transmembrane domain of GpA containing N and C
isotopic-labels on Val 80 and Gly83 (Fig.1a). The peptide was incorporated into fully-hydrated DMPC bilayers, and
13
packed into a solid-state NMR magic-angle-spinning (MAS) rotor. A C spectrum of the sample is shown in the
upper half of Figure 2, where peaks from both the peptide and the lipid can be seen. In order to remove any peaks
due to the lipid, thus simplifying the spectrum, we then employed double-quantum filtered (DQF) solid-state NMR
techniques. This approach yielded the spectrum shown in the lower half of Figure 2, where only peaks due to the
labelled amino-acid residues of the transmembrane protein are seen, and the natural abundant lipid signals are
filtered out. The assignment of the carbon atoms in the two labelled amino acids (Fig. 2, right panel) are shown
next to each peak in the spectrum (Fig. 2, lower spectrum).
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simple two-stage model of membrane protein folding (insertion of individual helices into the membrane followed by
association into a tertiary structure) [7] has led to the development of computational tools of varying sophistication
such as energy minimization and molecular dynamics (MD). These may take account of packing considerations,
van der Waals interactions, electrostatics and hydrogen bonding. One of the simplest approaches is a global
*
conformational searching algorithm (called CHI - see below) followed by MD in vacuo [8, 9]. More recently, MD in
a full lipid bilayer environment has been used to test proposed structures, discriminating between different helix
packings [10, 11], predicting helix dimer structures [12], and studying the effects of hydrophobic mismatch [13]. A
well-established protocol is to insert a protein in a pre-formed bilayer such as DMPC [14] and carry out a coarsegrained self-assembly simulation [15] prior to full MD with a standard package such as GROMACS or CHARMM.
Various techniques can be used to speed up the process [16].
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Figure 2: Upper spectrum: C NMR spectra of the GpA/DMPC sample. Lower spectrum: C DQF spectrum containing only peptide
13
peaks. Assignments are listed next to each peak. Right panel: Two C labelled amino acids, and corresponding carbon assignment.

*: CHI="CNS searching of Helix Interactions", where CNS="Crystallography and NMR System"
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(3) Research project
Originality: The field of membrane protein structural biology still lags far behind that of soluble proteins, and
therefore much more work is needed. The use of solid-state NMR to tackle this problem is not new, however to
date only partial structural data has been provided. Our approach in this project is to combine our expertise in
membrane protein biochemistry, solid-state NMR, and atomistic to coarse-grained computational modelling to
produce a well-rounded picture of proteins of high biological importance.
Feasibility: Our preliminary data (above) speaks to the feasibility of this project, and we now have suitable
protocols for some of the more difficult aspects of the work such as sample preparation, reconstitution into
lipids, and loading the MAS rotor. We have identified the conditions (temperature, concentration) which yield
narrow peaks in the solid-phase spectrum, and have successfully employed DQF experiments for preliminary
analyses.
Adventure: Membrane protein structure determination is widely seen to be the next frontier of structural
biology, and is still viewed to be a fairly high-risk endeavor due to difficulties in working with these hydrophobic
proteins. We have worked together over the past year to produce protocols and preliminary data that removes
some of this risk, however any work in the field of membrane protein analysis can be called "adventurous".
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(4) Scientific strategy
This is an interdisciplinary project that brings together supervisors from Chemistry and Physics with internationally
recognised expertise in biophysical chemistry, solid-state NMR and modelling, in an integrated project to gain new
insight into membrane protein structure and dynamics. The project, thus, fits closely to the identified focus of
MOAC2 with membrane proteins being one of the four named biomolecular assemblies whose structure and
function is to be targeted. Moreover, the project explicitly brings together model building with experiments that are
at the cutting edge of experimental and instrumental design. The project supervisors are integral members of
interdisciplinary centres that have received considerable recent University investment, namely the new Milburn
House Magnetic Resonance centre (SPB & AMD) and the Centre of Scientific Computing (MPA, with SPB's group
also being current users of the computational resources).
(5) Technical training.
In the Dixon group, the student will obtain training and experience in protein biochemistry and analytical techniques
such as high performance liquid chromatography [HPLC], mass spectrometry [MS], electrophoresis [SDS-PAGE],
circular dichroism [CD], and fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy [FTIR]. Use of common instruments such as
UV-Vis spectrophotometers and centrifuges will also be obtained. In the Brown group, the student will obtain NMR
experience at one of the largest solid-state NMR facilities in the world. Experience will include running of standard
experiments, as well as methods development and pulse programming. In the Allen group, the student will become
proficient in a wide variety of molecular modelling techniques and will learn to use the results from modelling to
guide and inform his/her work. During the PhD, the student will gain training and expertise of presenting results
orally and in written form, and will gain on-the-job experience through taking an increasing role in driving forward an
interdisciplinary project. In addition, as is common across MOAC, the student will follow the Warwick Postgraduate
Certificate in Transferable Skills in Science.
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To guide and inform this work, the student will also use a variety of molecular modelling techniques, ranging from
atomistic modelling of protein structure up to coarse grain modelling of folding/oligomerisation events. A
combination of techniques will be used in both an exploratory way (broadening the range of simulated
configurations by replica exchange / parallel tempering, and comparing the simulation outputs with NMR data) and
an experiment-driven fashion (narrowing the range of simulated configurations by incorporating constraints from
the NMR in the simulations themselves).

(7) Justification of resources required.
For the synthesis and purification of membrane-embedded protein samples, a contribution of £1000 pa is
requested for chemicals and consumables. A contribution to NMR running costs (cryogens, replacement rotors,
stators, etc) of £500 pa is also requested. For the computational part of the project, a sum of £500 pa is requested.
This comprises the standard charge of £150pa for users of the Centre for Scientific Computing desktop, plus an
allocation of £350pa for time on the CSC high-performance cluster (roughly giving 8 nodes for about 42 days
running per year).
(8) Project management.
The overall split of time between the three groups can be quite flexible and may evolve over time; however we
initially expect that the split will be as follows: 50% AMD; 25% SPB; 25% MPA. The student will prepare the
samples and carry out solid-state NMR experiments under the supervision of AMD and SPB, as well as
experienced members of both groups [Dr. Andrew Beevers (PDRA, AMD group) and Amy Webber (PhD, SPB
group)], respectively. The modeling studies will be done under the direct supervision of MPA. Progress will be
closely monitored through a number of meetings with various groups. The MOAC PhD student will meet once a
week with the AMD and SPB group, and one-on-one with all supervisors at least every two weeks (depending on
the work program). The student will meet with all three supervisors once per month, and with their advisory
committee according to standard MOAC regulations.
(9) Plan for what the student will do in the first 3"6 months (12-24 weeks).
The plan below is fairly rigid in the first 12 weeks, but then must be led by results from that point forward.
Week
1-2
3-5
5-6
7-8
9-10
11-12
13

Experimental
Literature survey, place order for synthesis of quadruplylabelled GpA peptide.
Training on HPLC followed by purification of GpA peptide.
Training on mass spectrometers and SDS-PAGE, followed
by characterisation of pure peptide by these methods.
Reconstitution of peptide into lipid vesicles (bilayers).
Training on CD and FTIR followed by analysis of peptidelipid sample by both methods.
Load sample into MAS rotor and acquire first NMR spectra.
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Proposed work in PhD: We would now like to push this technology forward. As mentioned above, solid-state
NMR methods for determining dipolar couplings and hence distances are well established for samples containing
isolated pairs of labelled nuclei, but new advanced methods for obtaining many distance constraints for multiply
labelled samples are being developed at Warwick and elsewhere. Such methods will reduce the amount of time it
takes to obtain data as well as reducing the cost. Therefore, a key part of the proposed PhD research project is to
13
15
evaluate the advanced NMR methods using further GpA peptides with progressively greater degrees of C and N
labelling (see GpA 3, Fig.1a). Once reliable methods are established for the GpA standard, work can begin on
proteins of high biological importance. At this point, there is scope for the student to select a protein of specific
interest. As a suggestion, we have selected the transmembrane domain of the E5 protein of Bovine Papillomavirus
(Fig. 1a), a protein that is of great interest in cancer and is currently under investigation in the Dixon group.
Structural information for this peptide would provide insight into viral cancers and signalling, as well as the field of
therapeutic protein design. This peptide would be synthesised, initially labelling three positions along the chain
thought to be important for its function.

(6) Integration of the multi-disciplinary content (this may include a track record of collaboration between
supervisors and an indication of how the student and supervisors will interact)
This project builds on preliminary results from a joint project between SPB & AMD that began in 2007 with the
supervision of a Systems Biology mini-project student and a £9.5k award from the Warwick Research and
Development Fund. In addition to interacting directly with the named supervisors and their groups (see Section 8),
the PhD student can expect further support from an EPSRC LSI post-doctoral fellow, Dr. Johanna Becker. Dr.
Becker has a great deal of experience in membrane protein structure determination by solid-state NMR, and will
start her 3-year fellowship in the solid-state NMR group in Summer 2008.

Further NMR training and analyses of quadruply-labelled
GpA sample.
Evaluate NMR data: if successful, place order for next
peptide (e.g. multiply labelled E5 peptide or other): should
progress according to approximate timetime for GpA above;
if more work needed, continue with NMR analylsis/methods
development.
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Our preliminary data speaks to the feasibility of this project for a MOAC PhD student. We can now show that we
can synthesize, purify and incorporate protein transmembrane domains into synthetic lipid bilayers. Furthermore,
we can pack our membrane-embedded peptide samples into MAS NMR rotors and acquire meaningful data on
these samples. The NMR peaks are sufficiently narrow to minimize spectral overlap, while being representative of
a solid sample.
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Theoretical
Literature survey

Training in CHI followed by GpA dimer
search using CHI.
Analysis of CHI data. Begin energy
optimisation and MD runs at various
temperatures starting from CHI-generated
configurations. Continue with optimization
and further MD runs.
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